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1. Introduce 
 

The purpose of this report is to describe the organization's leadership practices. Analyse the 

association's leadership practices. Given a solicitation from the association, give another 

leadership style methodology plan that joins better correspondence and more successful 

utilization of the association's organization. 

An evaluation of the association's present leadership style and a difference in the current 

leadership strategy will help the organization in pushing ahead. A clarification of John Keells 

Holdings’ leadership style will mean for the way of life of the firm. A more powerful 

departmental communication plan that utilizes 21st-century innovations. A point-by-point 

clarification of the organizations that exist inside John Keells Holdings and how the initiative 

may better use them later on. 

1.1. Business background  

John Keells Holdings and its subsidiaries primarily operate in the transportation, recreation, 

property, consumer food kinds and retail, monetary leaderships, and data innovation sectors in 

Sri Lanka, Asia, and Europe. Ports and deliveries, integrated operations, and carrier and flying 

leaderships are all provided by the organization's Transportation section (John Keells Holdings, 

2022). The company owns and operates the South Asia Gateway terminals in Colombo, provides 

marine energizes and ointments, provides global cargo sending and carrier representation, and 

provides delivering, air express, travel, inland compartment stops, warehousing, and haulage 

services, as well as worldwide cargo sending (John Keells Holdings, 2022). The company's 

leisure division owns and operates hotels and resorts, as well as provides travel industry services 

(John Keells Holdings, 2022).  
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2. Literature review  

Different drive speculations have been analysed and researched all through the long haul, 

including extraordinary man theory, quality theory, conduct theory, participative organization 

theory, situational leadership theory, possibility theory, conditional theory, ground-breaking 

theory and so forth affiliations are as of now focusing in on worker, key, and positive initiative. 

 

Figure 1: Michigan model of leadership 

Considering conduct standards, there is a differentiation among trailblazers and aficionados. 

Michigan's examination centre has made a huge commitment to regulatory work concentration 

and specialist centre. The trailblazer who displays work zeroed indirect spotlights on disciples' 

exercises by zeroing in fundamentally on execution and guaranteeing that they cling to strategies 

and practices, though the trailblazer who shows agent zeroed in lead centres around encouraging 

a solid workgroup toward labourer satisfaction. The two kinds were accepted to be at the limits 

of a solitary perspective and to show just one style, not both, while Ohio research checked out 

regulatory conduct from the start plans and thought. Beginning developments and thought, then 

again, were not made sure to be situated on a practically identical lead perspective; rather, they 

were perceived as an autonomous component. Accordingly, a trailblazer can have a high 
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beginning stage and a low idea level, just as the opposite way around, and can likewise show 

high or low levels of each conduct. 

For a pioneer to be powerful among his supporters, the person should intentionally concentrate 

on one's capability in various ways and adjust to various methodologies relying upon the 

circumstance. Individual pioneers are not entirely settled by how they use their styles in various 

circumstances. Undertaking and relationship conduct is vital to the possibility of leadership style, 

and how they utilize their styles in various circumstances decides their viability (Bruno and Leo, 

2013). Initiative style is the pioneer's conduct way to deal with giving inspiration and heading to 

his labourers, and it is a significant element of the association's prosperity or disappointment 

(Ojokuku et al., 2012). Since the appearance of social theory, Lewin et al. (1939) and Ikram et al. 

(2017) has distinguished three essential leadership styles, be specific vote based, despotic, and 

free enterprise styles, as the main driver of representative inspiration. Authoritative initiative 

styles can have a positive or negative impact on workers, just as having ramifications based on 

representative conduct in conditions of disposition and inspiration, all of which influence 

hierarchical execution. Despotic pioneers settle on choices without speaking with their 

supporters, free enterprise pioneers permit their adherents to settle on choices without talking 

with them, and popularity-based pioneers counsel their devotees before deciding (Ryan and Tipu, 

2013; Khan et al., 2016). 

Transformative leadership has positive results not only at the hierarchical level but also for 

people. Breakthrough pioneers encourage supporters to meet higher demands such as self-

sufficiency, independence (Bass, 1985), and achievement of hierarchical goals for the mercy and 

private interests of flood believers (Bass, 1995). doing. An ideally influential pioneer creates a 

common sense of danger by increasing awareness and awareness of the needs of followers (Jung 

et al., 2008). Persuasive motivation manages the costs of supporting comfort and drives believers 

to achieve set goals, while intellectual stimuli give believers more imagination and creativity in 

their critical thinking skills. Encourage them to demonstrate. Breakthrough pioneers rank 

relationships with supporters as highly needed and show individual thinking when dealing with 

the needs of empowerment, achievement, enhanced self-ability, and self-improvement. Anyway, 

the management style does not accept all the factors that affect development. According to 

Cummings, Midodzi, Wong, and Estabrooks (2010), authoritative style alone could not be 

associated with patient mortality. If all other conditions are the same, scientists have analyzed 
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that if the association has a relevant and lasting authoritative culture, patient mortality is reduced. 

Cummings et al. (2010) Pioneers who rehearsed social and pioneering styles saw that with little 

attention to style, they would work better with higher quality results than individuals who 

showed dictatorship. Me. The influence of glory. A believer's role as a boss is a good example of 

the quality of a pioneer. Moxy is another term that replaces the romantic effect. Romantic 

influences create gratitude that motivates individuals, builds meaning, and evokes a sense of 

direction. The praised effect is compelling. It summarizes the perspective of what is important in 

everyday life. Romantic effects are associated with attractive leadership (Yukl, 1999; Shamir et 

al., 1993). Magnetic pioneers stimulate self-confidence in others. It is their confidence in the 

willingness of believers to repent and in their ability to achieve extraordinary goals, a compelling 

vitality with romantic effects and professional attitudes (House and Shamir, 1993). Pioneers who 

trust their representatives can accomplish extraordinary things. Pioneers with romantic effects 

are enriched with productive self-esteem. Providing the meaning of leadership seems to be a 

challenge even for most academic scholars. Perhaps DuPree (1989) said everything he needed to 

say when he said that leadership was an art and that he needed to not only understand the book 

but also add more time. The leadership is genetic rather than logical. There is more connection 

entanglement than data accumulation in that sense. The more dynamic the board-by-special case 

pioneer, the more likely he is to pre-characterize assumptions or principles and validate them as 

well. Rewards help explain the assumptions, and relationships expect pioneers to know the 

interests of their followers, distinguish the activities of their supporters, and recognize their 

followers as active members of the transaction. The issue is dealt with quickly and the policy is 

reviewed after the issue becomes apparent. Conditional Pioneer works as a dealer, and his work 

is generally trivial and can be surprisingly programmed (MacGregor Bums, 2003, p), especially 

if stakes are low. .twenty five). He also characterizes a value-based pioneer as someone who is 

thinking of creating an exhibition that will help them reach the goals of the association, both in 

simple and complex transactions with believers. The Bass and Avolio (2004) Full Range 

leadership (FRL) model characterizes nine leadership variables, glorious influences (behaviour), 

romantic influences (attribution), individual thinking, informative inspiration, and scientific 

emotions. Includes special cases of leaders (dynamic), prices that identify contingencies, board 

exemptions (postponements) and free companies. If these nine elements identify the three main 

types of leadership. Breakthrough leadership. Value-based leadership includes free corporate 
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leadership, special cases of executives (dynamic), unexpected prices, and temporary board 

dismissals (inactive). And finally, the aspect (Bass and Avolio, 2004b). The leadership style of 

free enterprises reflects the lack of leadership. This manifests itself as non-leadership behaviour 

and a tendency to break commitments. Freelance pioneers tend to show limited interest in basic 

hierarchical issues and stick to answering basic questions. According to a survey, free corporate 

pioneers pay the least attention to commitment and efficiency (Anderson and McCollKennedy, 

2005).   
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3. Leadership practices of that organisation 
 

The initiative of John Keells Holdings is coordinated into gatherings and speciality units. The 

governing body administers the whole gathering's leadership. The gathering chief board upholds 

the gathering chief considerably more. The speciality unit leadership is overseen by a gathering 

working board of trustees from the outlook of the speciality unit. It should be accentuated that all 

chiefs on the board and councils have the vital capacities, ability, and data to lead the 

organization effectively (John Keells Holdings, 2022). 

This exhibits a more noteworthy degree of aptitude, as proven by the top managerial staff's 

proficient capabilities. The leadership of John Keells Holdings is coordinated into gatherings and 

speciality units. The directorate manages the whole gathering's initiative. The gathering chief 

board of trustees upholds the gathering chief considerably more. The speciality unit leadership is 

overseen by a gathering working for the council from the angle of the speciality unit. It should be 

underlined that all chiefs on the board and panels have the important capacities, skills, and data 

to lead the organization effectively (John Keells Holdings, 2022). This shows a more prominent 

degree of skill, as proven by the governing body's proficient capabilities. 

One time each year, a self-appraisal is led supposedly namelessness on account of load up 

assessment, and it depends on the job of clearness and viable release of liabilities, staff blend and 

designs, frameworks and methodology, nature of support, etc. This appraisal shows self-

impressive skill in execution assessment. The survey by a senior autonomous chief, which 

guarantees a reasonable and fair-minded perspective onboard execution, adds to the assessment's 

impressive skill (John Keells Holdings, 2022). 

The organization's group working has been coordinated on a board sub-panel premise in the case 

of JKH's group working. There are six sub-advisory groups on the board. Non-Executive 

Directors make up most of Board Sub-Committees. Subsequently, proficient variety has been 

shown by delegating everybody on the BOD to seat each sub-advisory group to keep a fair and 

adjusted activity. This will permit the Board of Directors to settle on very much informed 

choices in light of reasonable reasoning (John Keells Holdings, 2022). 

While investigating the accomplishment of councils, every individual from the advisory group 

assesses the viability of the panel one time each year, and the outcomes are submitted to the 
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Board (John Keells Holdings, 2022). With regards to assessing the exhibition of sub-panels, this 

shows a more elevated level of amazing skill. Nonetheless, because of the increased number of 

rooms as referred to by the organization, the organization leadership is currently managing a 

high work turnover issue, particularly among lower-level representatives in the organization's 

recreation area, even though leader and senior leadership turnover is moderately low and 

insignificant. 

Nonetheless, the organization's leadership has found a way multiple ways to determine the issue. 

For instance, the organization executed an interior work presenting a program to give 

representatives potential open doors for progression. The organization expects to keep 

exceptionally energetic and gifted staff ready. Also, the organization intends to advance this task 

through scholarly associations just as the Management Trainee program (John Keells Holdings, 

2022).  
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4. Leadership Style Strategy Plan 

4.1. Evaluation of the current leadership style 

The leadership style of John Keells Holdings has been marked as a realist. Logical thinker 

pioneers set up elevated requirements and brazenly request themselves and their staff to meet 

those objectives. Krishan Balendra, the organization's originator and CEO, is uncommon and set 

up a business pioneer. Krishan Balendra successfully joins visionary and worker initiative 

methodologies, underscoring the significance of incredible client care in John Keells Holdings' 

tasks. 

Krishan Balendra's leadership style is likewise unmistakable in different regards. While other 

web organizations might zero in on giving a fun, casual setting for their staff, no-nonsense 

Krishan Balendra is exhibiting the force of an alternate model: spoiling his million customers 

rather than his representatives. 

The possibility leadership theory can be utilized to analyse Krishan Balendra's initiative style. 

The adequacy a not entirely settled by how well their leadership style fits the climate, as 

indicated by the possibility initiative theory. The leadership style of Krishan Balendra has been 

portrayed as intense, serious, and requesting. It very well might be contended that such an 

initiative style was proper for the circumstance during the beginning of the organization when 

the company expected to unite its situation in a quick creating industry. 

The Board of Directors of John Keells Holdings is made up of nine individuals who have served 

as organization leaders in a variety of organizations. The Audit Committee, the Nominating and 

Corporate Governance Committee, and the Leadership Development and Compensation 

Committee all assist the organization's top leadership. The senior supervisory panel of John 

Keells Holdings has been chastised for its lack of diversity. Only four of the company's 48 top 

leaders in customer-facing roles, such as retail, cloud, and equipment, are female. 

Among John Keells Holdings' leadership concerns are keeping up with the organization's benefit 

notwithstanding the current tight overall revenue. Until now, the association has had the option 

to address this difficulty through process development, augmenting the worth of HR, and reliably 

entering new market classes. 
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4.2. Chosen leadership style 

Based on the above discussion it is evident that a transformational leadership style is appropriate 

for John Keells Holdings. Yukl (2011) tries to increment the cognizance of adherents by 

engaging standards and virtues rather than materialistic necessities or upsetting feelings. 

Transformation leadership varies from other past and present-day hypotheses are given consent 

to include supporters all the while (exercises) towards the association to accomplish shared 

objectives and returns. This style helps supporters in satisfying and restoring their 

responsibilities (Avolio 2007; Afshinpour 2014). The pioneer moves, spurs, and changes 

supporters to perform while rising above personal circumstances to assist the association (Avolio 

et al., 2009 and Samad et al., 2015). 

Consumes (1978) and Obiwuru et al. (2011) encourage their followers to go beyond their 

instincts to benefit the group or association. He also defined this style as a cycle in which people 

connect with others to increase their inspiration and ethics. By encouraging and enabling 

supporters to achieve company goals, John Keells Holdings cultivate scholarly turn of events and 

collective assurance, as well as cohesion and energy (Aydin, Sarier, and Uysal, 2013, Cho and 

Dansereau, 2010; Samad et.al, 2015). 

Chiefs oftentimes set up a bunch of rules that characterize their organization's way of life, 

qualities, and how John Keells Holdings will accomplish the organization's drawn-out objectives. 

Presidents are answerable for driving an organization's course starting from the top, just as 

deciding the needs and focal point of the business-a bunch of core values can habitually assist 

with articulating their essential objectives and rally individuals around a shared objective 

(Benmira and Agboola, 2021). 

The company's leadership can take many structures, including vision proclamations that express 

an organization's drawn-out points and what it endeavours to be; missions that characterize the 

association and its concentration; and mission statements that assist an organization with 

interfacing guides with its technique (Armstrong, 2019). 

These different sorts of initiatives give a reasonable and formalized assertion of where and how 

an organization will coordinate its consideration, assets, and energy. Organizations, justifiably, 

invest a lot of energy pondering on them. Initiative imparts an organization's basic standards and 

the conviction framework it will use to serve its buyers and maintained its business. 
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An organization's leadership should fill in as the reinforcement of creative culture, just as a 

standard that pioneers and their groups can get back to consistently to assist them with settling on 

better choices quickly and at scale (Carnall and Todnem, 2014). They guarantee that the staff is 

reliably lined up with the significant business needs and its customers. Notwithstanding, to be 

compelling in supporting development, these arrangements of standards should be carried out 

(Carnall and Todnem, 2014). 

4.3. A communication plan that utilizes 21st-century technologies 

Representative spirit and commitment can be hurt by helpless relational abilities. Awful 

relational abilities in the innovative administrator introduce themselves in an assortment of ways, 

including an absence of straightforwardness and clearness, over the top cynicism, irregularity in 

approach, and offering helpless criticism consistently (Dean, 2008. Representatives may be 

withdrawn not simply by the style where directors impart yet in addition by the technique in 

which John Keells Holdings convey (Fennell, 2021). 

In the present current work environment, there are multiple ways for an administrator to work on 

the adequacy of their correspondence, considering the beneficiary's favoured correspondence 

channel and the prerequisite to impart rapidly (Gibbs, 1988). John Keells Holdings do not need 

to stand by till leaders are in the workplace to submit or demand significant data, and eye to eye 

conversations can now be held from a distance (Gibbs, 1988). 

Directors in the twenty-first century utilize the accompanying specialized apparatuses: The 

phone, which has been a mode of correspondence for over a century, is currently the favoured 

correspondence instrument for some people, especially recent college graduates. The present 

phones are not only for voice correspondence (Jones and Bennett, 2012). Cell phones might be 

utilized to settle on Skype decisions, phone calls, video calls, online media posts, SMS, and 

MMS messages, in addition to other things. It is the most flexible specialized device in a 

director's tool stash (Jones and Bennett, 2012). 

Even though email and numerous different types of correspondence depend on the composed 

word, a director ought not to disregard different types of composed correspondence (Jones and 

Bennett, 2018). To impart adequately, John Keells Holdings can utilize techniques like the one 

John Keells Holdings are understanding now, whitepapers, handouts, books and eBooks, 
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pamphlets, etc. Whiteboards, flipcharts, and PowerPoint introductions can all assist John Keells 

Holdings with passing on more plainly when making a show (Jones and Bennett, 2018). 

Today, making recordings is basic. They can be caught with a cell phone or webcam, messaged, 

shared via online media, or transferred to sites. Since a developing number of individuals like to 

collaborate outwardly, numerous administrators are presently utilizing video to convey 

fundamental messages. 

4.4. The leadership in the future 

Associations positioned sources into leader development for his or her very own drawn-out great, 

however, humans take a hobby in upgrading their skills and advancing their vocations, and John 

Keells Holdings don`t live with the companies who have paid for his or her guidance (McSherry 

and Pearce, 2016). Leaders collect profound proficiency displaying intellectual skills and 

estimating their flip of events, but John Keells Holdings are undeniably much less informed 

approximately encouraging people a way to bring and characteristic with every different viably. 

Hardly any chiefs seem to take what John Keells Holdings recognise withinside the observe 

corridor and use it on their positions and the farther removed the locus of gaining is from the 

locus of use, the larger this hollow will become. To foster essential initiative and administrative 

capacity, institutions must join those 3 breaches (Mullins and Christy, 2016). 

Fortunately, the growing grouping of online publications, social and shrewd ranges, and gaining 

apparatuses from each traditional company-which decide up what determine the character 

gaining knowledge of cloud- answers. Associations can select elements from the character 

gaining knowledge of cloud and layout them to the necessities and practices of humans and 

groups. The character gaining knowledge of cloud is adaptable and fast available, and it 

empowers representatives to get skills withinside the putting wherein John Keells Holdings must 

be utilized. As a result, it is far a 21st-century sort of hands-on gaining knowledge of. 

The traditional gamers withinside the management development enterprise-enterprise schools, 

company schools, and precise guidance companies and consultancies were joined through a 

massive institution of novices (Robnagel, 2016). These contain human asset caution from John 

Keells Holdings, big management consultancies like McKinsey and BCG, and automated new 

agencies like Coursera and Udacity (Robnagel, 2016). This is a fast-transferring scene of expert 
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co-ops, but it is global to end up familiar within the view as instructors, counsellors, and heads of 

the chief education packages at Rotman and Harvard Business School (Robnagel, 2016).  

Indeed, at the same time as John Keells Holdings provide to research treasured open doorways to 

extra pioneers during their institutions, the transferring cost shape coming approximately due to 

the digitization of gaining knowledge of situations will set off simply an unassuming 

enlargement in property committed to leadership development (Wilson, 2013). 

The next sample is the decay of preferred homeroom primarily based tasks for chief 

development, for example, the ones mainly supplied through enterprise schools (Wilson, 2013). 

Most institutions are inquiring for pre-and submit measures of the acquiring and usage of 

pertinent skills, for example, informative talent and leadership sharpness that traditional tasks 

had been by no means supposed to bring (Wilson, 2013). 

These styles are linked and shape a sturdy example: As gaining knowledge of will become 

custom-designed, mingled, and versatile, and as institutions get extra innovative at measuring the 

make the most of hobby in capacity development, the enterprise is getting far from pre-packaged 

one-size-fits-all fabric and going alternatively to the character gaining knowledge of the cloud 

(Robnagel, 2016). The character gaining knowledge of cloud empowers the short, minimum cost 

manufacturing of company schools and in-residence gaining knowledge of packages just like that 

ranges, for example, Facebook and Instagram paintings with the association of communication 

gatherings. It is the "petri dish" that cultivates the short improvement of gaining knowledge of 

networks. What is extra, it is important to hold supervisors drawn in and turning into paintings 

(Robnagel, 2016). 

Hidden and improving those styles is the short digitization of content material and collaboration, 

which is reshaping the leadership development enterprise in 3 sizable ways (Robnagel, 2016). In 

the primary place, it lets in the disaggregation (or unbundling) of the minimum cost additives of 

software from the sizable cost ones. Instruction providers' advantages depend upon their 

capability to bundle minimum cost content material-addresses, case conversations, works out, 

and so on with high-esteem encounters, for example, custom-designed education, project-

primarily based gaining knowledge of, and enter focused accumulating meetings (Robnagel, 

2016). The extra high-touch leaderships remembered for the bundle, the extra a provider can 

charge. 
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The firm gives key information about its human resource exercises to accomplices in its yearly 

report. This engaged accomplices to survey the accuracy of the information given with regards to 

human resource practices (John Keells Holdings, 2022). 

This shows the power procedure concerning information correspondence. Since the plan is so 

huge in zeroing in on a workplace free from physical and verbal incitement and division in light 

of race, religion, direction, age, character, social start, powerlessness, sexual course, and various 

factors, the association's non-isolation leadership approach can be included as one of the ethical 

strategies used by the association (John Keells Holdings, 2022). 
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5. Conclusion  
 

Through composting study, the power has been perceived as a huge subject in the field of 

progressive direct. The drive is bound together with the most impressive effects during an 

individual and legitimate affiliation. Generally speaking, the limit of the leaders to execute 

"collaborated effort" depends upon drive capacity. Nonetheless, the specific meaning of 

organization and its style is an incredible endeavour and studies has shown that there is no 

commonly recognized definition. The organization is about the effect the trailblazers have over 

their allies and is being looked at a puzzling and dynamic, progressing to be more far-reaching 

and growing investigator's thought concerning breaking down how leadership causally affects 

results and how it might be made. All through a few periods experts have thought of and 

proposed various speculations on power characteristics, lead, and style yet there is nothing called 

an astonishing drive style or practice. 

JKH approaches displayed a hard HR model because the association approaches revolve around 

definitively driving the specialists to gain legitimate headway and perseverance. The assessment 

showed the most raised level of the practicability of applying speculative frameworks to realistic 

circumstances. Additionally, JKH shows strong expertise because of driving the association to 

advance and perseverance. Regardless, much highlight should be placed on settling the new 

worry of high work turnover with outright tender loving care since this might make a more 

imperative impact on definitive turn of events and achievement eventually.   
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